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Auto Blogs Network (.co.uk domain)
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/12 10:29
_____________________________________

Hi,
I've mentioned elsewhere in the forum that I've a domain want2buyit.com which I'm going to revamp for
the purpose of auto blogging ...
My husband is also keen to get into the field of auto blogging and he has the domain want2buyit.co.uk my question, is it worth him setting up a blog network on the .co.uk version of the name or is it better to
come up with a new .com name ?
Cheers
Jane
============================================================================

Re: Auto Blogs Network (.co.uk domain)
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/15 11:23
_____________________________________

Hi,
Can anyone help out or suggest which is the better option on this one - I'm looking to set up perhaps a
second network either on want2buyit.co.uk or a new domain but with a .com extension ...
What does everyone think ?
Cheers
Jane
============================================================================

Re: Auto Blogs Network (.co.uk domain)
Posted by saltysea - 2010/10/15 23:01

_____________________________________

Hi jane have you thought about just buying a keyword domain? You would be suprised what will rank!
How about digitalbathroomscales.com, smaller market but very targeted to a buyer, what do you need or
would want to buy and what do you think you would put into the google box if you wanted
something?...but only buyer keywords not freehaircuts.com ...1000 clicks for 1p... and def no
misspellings, that ship has long sailed!
How about blurayrecorder.com, cheapdigitalslr.com? If you wanted a digital camera or accesory what
would you type?
Louis
============================================================================
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Re: Auto Blogs Network (.co.uk domain)
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/16 16:15
_____________________________________

Hi Louis,
Yeah, thought about having domains specifically for just keywords, one new domain for each new
keyword but Nick Carty suggested having a network and thought my want2buyit.com domain was a
good one to use.
So by having say ipad.want2buyit.com - that would be okay as the KW is in the domain (sort of) ... as a
sub-domain - what do you think ?
As I've a few .com domains and a couple of .co.uk domains, I've been thinking about rejigging them (as
so to speak) just for blogs but I was wondering if anyone had any thoughts as to whether I should stick
with JUST .com's or would .co.uk domains be okay ?
Any thoughts ?
I presume if I went with a few .co.uk domains, the content would need to be UK specific which then
hinders some of the auto blog contents as the Amazon products are all shown in US Dollars and my
visitors would be taken to Amazon.com instead of Amazon.co.uk ...
Jane
============================================================================

Re: Auto Blogs Network (.co.uk domain)
Posted by saltysea - 2010/10/17 11:03

_____________________________________

I depends where you host. Co.uk hosted in the uk, and domain is registrared uk, wil likely target only the
uk and is very difficult to rank for the us, look at acne niches ( you will need googleglobal installed for
firefox or a proxy) I found .com hosted in the uk is also slower for the us to rank plus the page load time
will increase dramatically for us visitors.
Google us serps update are not always implemented here so you can spam link for the uk .( look up
"google jp pr5 spam links")
Also if you are installing wordpress or any type of site make sure the header tags do not define your
country as uk if you are tarketing the us.
I host with heart (awful) and this was a major problem till I realised by looking at the source code.
I am wondering if the recent yahoo updates have been implemented inthe yahoo uk? As you may know
an exact keyword domain with a few links can easilly rank on the first page of yahoouk, sometinmes
outranking big names, my site bankruptcy was on yahoocom page 1 for ages, and if you use rank
checker(seo book) it is listed at position 9 , but in real serp it is 26 which is no visitors. This was the
august update, who knows maybe yahoo will undo this update! Looks like they are listing high pr pages
first.
============================================================================
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Re: Auto Blogs Network (.co.uk domain)
Posted by WebSolutions 4 All.co.uk - 2010/10/17 19:22
_____________________________________

Thanks Saltysea ...
So basically, I will be better off with a .com as opposed to a .co.uk yes ?
Also, do you know what is the max. number of blogs or sub-domain blogs not to go over on a domain Nick mentions something about 5 - 7 on both WP blogs and Blogger blogs ... Nick wrote in another topic
to perhaps have a network and I automatically presume a network would mean loads more, perhaps
some 100 or so on one domain, what does everyone think ?
Thanks in advancy everyone ...
Jane
============================================================================

Re: Auto Blogs Network (.co.uk domain)
Posted by saltysea - 2010/10/17 20:30

_____________________________________

I know that one of my sites jersey finance.which was an expired domain from jersey island (uk ofshore) i
tried to target for New Jersey (NJ), but I used a hosting account in canada, and wild west
domains(godaddy) and never got any traffic for Nj but I did for fast cash loans canada, which I wasn't
targeting!
The most subs for 1 domain I have is on heart and that is about 20 or so, they do rank worldwide. Other
accounts I have maybe 3 or 4 and only if they target the main domain theme like software or a particular
health issue, etc. Plus some of my hosts have limits on the number of subs you can make in total as well
as the number of sql databases. But the new version 3.0 of wordpress allows you to run mu if your
hosting account allows wildcard subdomain domain creation (mu is merged into standard wordpress
now) and that allows you to use one database for as many blogs and sub as you like plus you do do not
need to keep installing your plugins and permalinks and setup options over and over.
Personally I have given up on subs unless i am doing something shady and just go for the domain
name... if I rank somewhere in the first hundred pages for just 10 posts and 1 backlink then I contnue, if I
don'I give that up and continue with those that are ranking easy. One site went up health and beauty
care went straight to 1 st page and was there for ages ...no links and then it went on 1st page yahoo, (
ithink it is still there now, I never check) Ideally 20 or 30 domins like that and you have a passive income
that you never need to check, update, or make links for except maybe a bookmarks from time to time.
Don't get me wrong I am trying Cartys system too, and it is so easy there is a lot of time to spare to do
my usual stuff ,my big money sites ,feeder sites and it is tax week in the uk so busy in that at the mo.
Also on a by note do you check your site in semrush.com, it show kewords that you have been ranking
for in google for 3 months or more up to position 20 so that you can increse your ranking to page 1 easily
for those terms. I use it all the time, it is an easy way to target your linkbuilding to give instant cash
returns.
============================================================================
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5 Diabetes Diet

Posted by diabetes diet - 2010/10/20 10:16
_____________________________________

empty"/nnIn it something is. Clearly, I thank for the help in this question.
============================================================================

Re:Auto Blogs Network (.co.uk domain)
Posted by Johnno - 2010/11/19 06:22

_____________________________________

My best performing adsense site is geographically focussed on Australia.
It is easier to rank 1st page for "digital camera under $300" on google.com.au (or google.co.uk) than
google.com.
There is a way to focus a COM or NET domain geographically. You have to register the site with Google
Webmaster Tools and there is a setting in there that allows you to specify a country.
Another way is to have the name of the country in the domain name.
In my case my domain name is "XXXXXXXaustralia.com".
It is a directory style site and ranks for all sorts of different topics.
If you already have a CO.UK domain why not use it and focus your site on the UK.
So I would try and create a couple of general directory style sites, but geographically targeted, as well as
some more focussed exact-keyword-match domain sites.
============================================================================

Re:Auto Blogs Network (.co.uk domain)
Posted by Carty - 2010/11/21 07:26

_____________________________________

That's indeed a great tip most never know. Target locally, it is easier to dominate rather than trying to
conquer the world entirely.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================
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